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 ...and it's not any of those.... whenever i am moving files to ntfs partition using dolphin or thunar, this message appears in the terminal "Unable to mount location. Failed to mount '/dev/sdb2': Operation not supported" So I need to find out how to change the default brightness on ubuntu, and I'm looking for some in depth answers and not just solutions to what seems like my problems. fionda08: sounds
like a hardware issue daftykins: what could be the problem? Xastir: there's no 'default' brightness, your graphics card controls that fionda08: just saying, either'smart' or 'unsafe' mounting of Windows might have been in play this is my first time moving any file to ntfs partition using ubuntu daftykins: but my display panel controls that, but the screen also brightness controls that, and ubuntu doesnt like
the brightness. Xastir: yeah that's because your graphics card is doing the display. Xastir: install gnome-tweak-tool what does that do for me? it allows you to adjust the graphics settings you could also try adding the 'brightness' entry to /etc/X11/xorg.conf.d/20-intel.conf but my graphics card doesnt have any brightness setting for me to adjust it. I just have the panel. gnome-tweak-tool doesnt have the

brightness settign on it that I can see, only the brightness setting on my display panel. yeah i didn't read that part ah i see. Thats a good point, I didnt see that :p I will check that file out. Thanks i think it has more to do with X than the graphics settings actually. But then what? have you asked in 82157476af
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